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Abstract: 
  
Data-driven material informatics have become an important part in materials science. Arguably, 
this could be the needed key to have considerable breakthroughs in accelerated materials 
discovery. In the past few decades, the existing materials data is enriched considerably by many 
computational materials initiatives. This naturally led to the adaptation of data analytics and 
machine learning to search for new materials. However, as common in computational sciences 
and applied mathematics, many incline toward applications while few focuses on the 
mathematical foundations and fundamentals development. This raises a serious concern of 
“black box” implementations which is unfortunately common. Furthermore, there are few 
general-purpose models to predict materials properties just from the chemical formula. Most of 
the ML applications so far are not general purpose and/or are applied merely to specific family 
of solid-state materials. In this talk, I will briefly present the team plan to develop “General 
Purpose Physically Guided Machine Learning Predictors of Materials Properties” and some recent 
developed efficient ML models to predict ionic radii, bond length, and crystal point groups. 
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